Abstract. Clock pulse interpolation method which relies on the software implementation is widely used in the measurement occasions when grating is used. For the displacement less than a grating pitch, common method is to estimate it using adjacent cycle information based on constant speed model or linear model. When the measured object moved with constant speed, these two methods would not introduce errors. However, when the measured object moved with constant acceleration or constant jerk, principle errors would be produced in these two methods. For this problem, this paper developed a method to measure the displacement less than one cycle in clock pulse interpolation method's applications based on constant acceleration model. Simulation result demonstrated that this method will not introduce error when the measured object moves with constant acceleration, and its overall effect is better than the estimation effect using constant speed model or linear model when the object moves with constant jerk.
Introduction
Recently, metrological grating technology based on moiré fringe principle has been widely used, especially in the areas of gauge tools, closed-loop feedback control of CNC machine and the measurement of measuring tools [1] . In the top areas of machinery---IC manufacturing equipment, grating plays a very important role. For example, in coarse-fine motion platform, grating can be used in the feedback of coarse motion platform's large stroke linear movement. In recent years, with the increase of ultra-precision grating's processing technology, the interferometric technique based on high precision and wide range grating is gradually applied in nano measurement [2] [3] . Compared with the nanometer precision measurement and positioning based on traditional interferometer, grating measurement is insensitive to pressure, temperature, CO 2 content and air disturbance so that there is no need to use air sensors to compensate environmental error. In addition, it has a certain compensation function so that the requirement of temperature control is reduced [4] . Therefore, grating measurement technique has become one of the main means of recision measurement and important trend of future development.
Grating groove density is greatly curtailed because of diffraction effect and the limitation of processing technology. The primary grating pitch is about 20µm and its accuracy is about several micrometers. With the continuous improvement of manufacturing technology, modern grating pitch can reach 0.8µm [5] . In order to achieve nanometer precision measurement, grating signal should be subdivided. The subdivision of grating signal is divided into mechanical, optical and electronic method. There are several electronic subdivision methods usually used: direction recognizing and four times subdivision, phase shifting subdivision with resistance chain, amplitude segmentation subdivision and quadrature phase-locked loop method [6] . Direction recognition and four times subdivision is a simple electronic subdivision method, and only measurement resolution can be improved but measurement accuracy cannot; Phase shifting subdivision with resistance chain requires complex analog circuits and high expansion subdivision is very difficult to achieve; Amplitude segmentation subdivision has simple structure, fast response and great subdivision multiple. However, the quality of original signal has great impact on amplitude segmentation subdivision. When the subdivision multiple is very large, various errors and noises existed in the signals will affect the accuracy of subdivision; Quadrature phase-locked loop method requires grating's movement is uniform motion and it's only suitable for dynamic measurement.
Clock pulse subdivision is widely used in recent years. It is such a method that translates the subdivision of one pitch's signal into high accuracy timing using the high frequency of computer clock pulse. It has very simple hardware and mainly depends on software, so that the subdivision multiple is usually very high and it can achieve 105. When translating the recorded time into displacement, the velocity of the measured object should be combined. For the displacement less than a grating pitch, the velocity is usually estimated by its adjacent cycles' information. As shown in Figure 1 , the displacement of the measured object can be divided into three sections when clock pulse interpolation is used:
(1) Where L is grating pitch, n is the number of complete cycles, T i (i=1,2,…,n+1) is the time value of grating output signal's i-th cycle, T ip (i=1,2,…,n+1) is the time value of incomplete period of grating output signal's i-th cycle.
In (1), T 0p and T (n+1)p can be measured by clock pulse. Assuming the time value of clock pulse is T t , the pulse number of 0-th incomplete cycle is M 0p , and the pulse number of (n+1)-th incomplete cycle is
However, T 0 and T (n+1) cannot be known, and general two approaches can be taken: Chao Meng et al [7] viewed the movement of the measured object in this period as uniform motion, and these two incomplete cycles' adjacent cycles can be seen equal to T 0 and T (n+1) respectively. In this case (1) becomes [8] viewed the isometric movement's time of the measured object in this period as linear variation, and these two incomplete cycles' several adjacent cycles can be used to estimate T 0 and T (n+1) by linear interpolation. That is T 0 =2T 1 -T 2 , T n+1 =2T n -T n-1 , and (1) becomes
Next we will analyze the estimation results' error of (2) and (3) when the measured object is doing various motions. For reducing length, only x 0 will be analyzed and its result can be directly used in x n+1 .
Theoretical Derivation Uniform Motion
When the measured object moves with constant speed, T 0 =T 1 =T 2 . (2) and (3) will not introduce error.
Uniformly Accelerated Motion
Assuming that the measured object moves with constant acceleration in the period (T 0 +T 1 +T 2 ) and the velocity at initial time is v 0 , the following result can be obtained when the counting's principle error of clock pulse is ignored, that is T 0p , T 1 , T 2 can be measured correctly: 
(11) To set (11) equal to zero, we can obtain the condition which x 0 needs to meet: (12) is satisfied, the simplified model shown in (3) will not introduce error. When (12) is not satisfied, error will always be introduced.
(B.3) In order not to introduce error, we can solve x 0 through (3), (4) and (5) 
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That is if using (13), the estimation of incomplete cycle's displacement will not introduce error when the measured object moves with constant acceleration.
Simulation Example
In lithography's ultra-precision platform system, though current mainstream approach is selecting interferometer as closed-loop detection sensor, grating is also used as aided measurement sensor and often used to be as measurement unit of linear motor's speed loop [9] . In addition, with the continuous improvement of manufacturing techniques and measurement method in grating, it is a trend that the grating is becoming the measurement sensor in platform's position closed-loop [10] [11] . The exposure process of step-scan lithography's wafer stage consists of acceleration section(Ⅰ), exposure section(Ⅱ) and deceleration section(Ⅲ). When it steps into the next exposure field, reversed acceleration section, exposure section and deceleration section will be experienced and this process will be repeated after this. Figure 2 describes this process. 
Constant Acceleration Section
The length of constant acceleration section's time is t a -t j =0.0465s. Assuming grating measurement's initial time is the time when the platform just enters the constant acceleration section, therefore the velocity of grating measurement's initial time is v 0 =0.5Jt 2 j =0.064m/s. Using the grating whose pitch is L=20µm, the estimation error of x 0 using three models when x 0 is changing within the range [0,L] can be seen in Figure 4 . Figure 4 . The estimation error of the displacement less than a grating pitch using these three models at constant acceleration section.
From Figure 4 , we can find that when the measured object moves with constant acceleration, for estimation result of the displacement less than a grating pitch, the constant speed model introduces the maximum error and constant acceleration model does not introduce error. In addition, with the increase of x 0 , the error linear model introduced first increases and then reduces and the absolute value of its error is less than constant speed model's.
Constant Jerk Section
The length of constant jerk section's time is t j =0.016s. The velocity of the measured object at any one time t is v(t)=0.5Jt 2 . Selecting grating measurement's initial time t is at 0, 0.005s and 0.01s, then the speed at initial time equals 0, 0.00625m/s and 0.025m/s respectively. Using the grating which pitch is L=20µm, the estimation error of x 0 using three models when x 0 is changing within the range [0,L] can be seen in Figure 5 . From Figure 5 , we can get the following conclusions:
(1) The estimation error of the displacement less than a grating pitch using constant speed model is the largest among these three models;
(2) With the increase of x 0 , the estimation error gradually increases; (3) When v 0 is very small, the estimation error's value of linear model and constant acceleration model are at the same level; With the increase of v 0 , the estimation error of linear model is bigger than constant acceleration model. In addition, the constant acceleration model has more specific physical meaning than linear model and has better approximation performance to approach constant jerk motion.
Therefore, in general, constant acceleration model's effect is better than constant speed and linear model.
Conclusions
Clock pulse interpolation model is a developed electronic subdivision method recently and it has been widely used in grating measurement. Because it mainly relies on software to implement, very high subdivision multiple can be achieved in theory. For the displacement which is less than a grating pitch, common method is to take constant or linear estimation using adjacent cycle information based on constant speed model or linear model. When the measured object travels with constant speed, these two methods will not introduce error. However, these two methods will introduce principle error when the measured object travels with constant acceleration or constant jerk.
For this problem, this paper proposed a constant acceleration model to estimate the displacement less than a grating pitch, and analyzed it with lithography's ultra precision platform as application object. Within exposure process, the platform needs to do constant acceleration motion and constant jerk motion. Taking typical lithography as example, the three models does not introduce error when the object moves with constant speed, and the estimation result of constant acceleration model is better than the other two models' when the object does constant acceleration motion or constant jerk motion.
